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Early Reionization : WMAP Observations

Universe is close to being
spatially FLAT.

% of the universe is Dark.
he rest (5%) is Baryonic.

st stars could have formed
en the Universe was about
1/20th the present size.

Observing reionzation: Gunn-Peterson trough

•

Spectrum of z=6.3 quasar in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey showed the
Gunn-Peterson trough. (Becker et. al. AJ, 122, 2850, 2001; Fan et. al. AJ,
123, 1247, 2002.)

•

Implication: something dramatic was happening around z=6.3. However
this does not imply that the universe went from neutral to ionized at z=6.3

•

Out to z=5.8, xHI < 10-6 (Fan et. al. AJ, 120, 1167, 2000).

Observing reionization: CMB

•

CMB is sensitive to reionization through the (integrated) Thomson
scattering optical depth.

•

New peaks in the CMB polarization power spectra at low multipoles.
(Zaldarriaga, PRD 55, 1822, 1997.)

Reionization features in CMB polarization

•

Free-streaming from last scattering surface

•

Quadrupole at reionization

•

Low multipole polarization

•

lri ~ (η0 - ηri)/ηri (Hu and White, ApJ 1997)

•
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Reionization history: Toy model
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Cosmological implications: Inflation

•

Measurement of optical depth and the amplitude of scalar power spectrum
are correlated.

•

Primary CMB measures Amplitude x exp(-2 τ) extremely well.

•
•

σ(Amplitude) / Amplitude = 2 σ(τ)
Planck can measure optical depth to about σ(τ)=0.01

•

(Kaplinghat et al ApJ 2003, Holder et al 2003, Holder and
Hu, PRD 2003)

•

Primordial scalar power spectrum amplitude can be measured to an
accuracy of about 2%.

•

Practically this is important for low redshift probes of the matter power
spectrum (example lensing of the CMB).

Cosmological implications: Inflation

•

Just like the E-mode polarization power spectra, the B-mode power
spectrum will also show a distinct reionization “bump”.

•

This can be vital to measuring the B-mode power spectrum and hence the
energy scale of inflation.

•

On large scales (where the reionization bump shows up), there is no
contamination from gravitational lensing of the CMB. On smaller scales,
lensing contamination limits how well B-mode signal can be measured.
(Knox and Song, PRL, 2002; Kesden, Cooray and Kamionkowski, PRL
2002.)

•

Including the B-mode reionization bump, detectability of tensors (at 3σ) is
limited to T/S > 10-5 or Einf > 1.7 ⋅ 1015 GeV. (Kaplinghat, Knox and Song,
PRL, 2003.)

Cosmological implications: Small-scale structure

•

Epoch of reionization is sensitive to the underlying dark matter power
spectrum. This is especially true if reionization happened at redshifts
larger than about 10.

•

WMAP data allows for reionization as early as a redshift of 30! This is hard
to achieve even with a CDM power spectrum.

•

Some small scale observations seem to prefer lowered concentrations in
galaxies, flat cores and less substructure.

•

This is at odds with the requirement of early reionization if structure forms
hierarchically.

Cosmological implications: Dark matter

•

LCDM model fits observations on scales larger than about a Mpc
spectacularly well. CDM is a good description of dark matter physics on
large scales.

•

The situation on smaller scales is not as clear-cut.

•

On the theoretical front, weak-scale physics naturally explains the dark
matter abundance today. In the context of super-symmetry, there are two
natural dark matter candidates.
•

WIMPs such as neutralinos.

•

(Goldberg 1983; Ellis, Hagelin, Nanopoulos, Olive, Srednicki
1983)

•

Weak-scale mass gravitinos (Super-WIMPs).

•

(Feng, Rajaraman and Takayama, PRL
2003)

Abundance of Dark Matter from Early Decays

• WIMPs have the right
abundance because of their weak
interactions
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• ρDM = ρWIMP mDM/mWIMP
• If mDM » mWIMP, then the
dark matter abundance today is
naturally in the correct range.
• Example: In super-gravity
models, all super-partners have
similar masses.

Early decays --> Non-thermal warm dark matter

•

Weak-scale mass gravitinos (if LSP) are good dark matter candidates.

•

Super-WIMPs are natural in supergravity and extra-dimension theories

•

[Feng, Rajaraman and Takayama 2003]

•

Not completely cold

•

Not thermal (unlike the gravitino considered as dark matter by Pagels and
Primack, 1982) [Kaplinghat 2005]

•

Large regions of super-gravity parameter space consistent with Lyman
alpha forest constraints. [Cembranos et al 2005]

•

Reionization constraints will play a vital role. [Kaplinghat 2005; Jedamzik,
Lemoine, Moultaka 2005]

Non-thermal warm dark matter

•

Growth of small scale structure modified. Three separate effects –
•

Larger free – streaming scale

•

If charged parent particle, then additional suppression due to the
coupling to photons (Kamionkowski and Sigurdson 2003, Ullio et al 2003)

•

Smaller phase space density. Investigated in the context of warm dark
matter models (Dalcanton and Hogan, 2000; Zentner and Bullock, 2003)

The Case for Dark matter from Early Decays

•

Theoretically compelling.
•

Strong theoretical hints that new physics (particles) may be lurking at
the 100 GeV scale.

•

Weak cross-section and GN naturally leads to the right dark matter
abundance.

•

•

Successful cosmological predictions on large (greater than about a Mpc)
scales.
•

CMB

•

SDSS, 2dF
May alleviate certain problems that seem to beset CDM on small scales.

Phenomenological Parameter Space

•

Two parameter family of models…

•

For a slepton decaying to a gravitino, we have

Power spectrum

•

For dark matter from neutral decays deep in the radiation dominated
regime (lifetimes less than a year), the linear power spectrum can be
approximated by

•

In the above the scale λc = 0.0198 / Q0.275 Mpc

Transfer Function (k)

Free Streaming: Power Spectrum Cut-off

Q ' 10-5

Lyman-α forest constraints

• Constraints on warm dark matter particle mass may be applied to the DM
from early decay models.
• Set σ(M) for warm dark matter == σ(M) for dark matter from early decays.

• Narayan et al 2000 : mWDM > 750 eV
• => Q > 10-4
• Viel et al 2005 : mWDM > 550 eV
• => Q > 5 x 10-5

Reionization and Small-Scale Power
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Summary

•

Small-scale structure formation has much information about fundamental
physics. Nailing down the reionization history is important.

•

Many models of dark matter that predict deviations from CDM on small
scales.

•

Most well motivated is the weak-scale mass gravitino in super-gravity
(Feng, Rajaraman and Takayama 2003).

•

Many others including KK graviton, few keV sterile neutrino,
kinematically suppressed WIMP decays (Kamionkowski and Sigurdson),
decay of TeV messenger particle (Kitano and Low), non-thermally
distributed WIMPs (Lin et al, Hisano et al) …

